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It is natural to feel a little concerned about the quality of canvas stretcher bars while buying them.
There are many different kinds of stretcher bars available in the market today. There are practically
dozens of brands to choose from, and you can even have them made by special order.

No matter how and where you get your canvas stretcher bars from, you need to be careful about the
quality of the bars. You see, these bars and frames, when they are used to stretch large pieces of
canvas, are subjected to enormous amounts of pressure. This, in turn, makes them prone to
bending and warping. In some extreme cases, stretcher bars have also been known to have
snapped under this pressure.

Some cheap quality bars (which are also, not surprisingly, rather low priced) use either low quality
wood or defective engineering that makes them particularly susceptible to such problems. Buying
such bars can actually rob you of your peace of mind. If you really want a permanent and
dependable solution for stretching canvas, you must insist on using the best quality stretcher bars
and frames that you can get for your money.

Speaking of such better quality bars, one canâ€™t help but mention the name of Fredrix. In the world of
art supplies, this name is widely acknowledged as one of the best brands. Fredrix is also well-known
for its wide range of stretcher strips for standard mounting purposes. Fredrix Standard Stretcher
Strips are made of the finest SPF kiln dried ponderosa pine lumber. What sets Fredrix stretcher bars
apart from the rest is their high quality and precise craftsmanship. Using precision molded state-of-
the-art computer driven milling machines, each strip promises the same durability and quality that
millions have come to trust around the world.

Fredrix stretcher bars come is a wide assortment of sizes ranging from 8â€• to 60â€•. Choose from
different available options such as tong/aue and groove fit, peg-able and adjustable. If you are
planning to buy in bulk, opt for wholesale purchase options. Buying in bulk at wholesale prices lets
you save a lot of money and enjoy further bulk discounts offered by many sellers.
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